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Kolkata is a city rich in culture and hub of art, literature and music in West Bengal. This city is
famous for its cuisines and architecture. The travelers visiting this city on daily basis especially from
Delhi will find number of hotels in Kolkata. The comfort and excellent hospitality is given to every
guest making the traveler feel like home.

Many tourists and business travelers prefer to stay in hotel near the airport as it becomes easy to
connect from one place to another. Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose International Airport is the main
airport in Kolkata which is very popular. There are many hotels near this airport. One can easily find
hotels in Kolkata near airport among which the most famous one is MBD airport hotel.

Chennai is one of the most famous cities in the southern part of India. This city is dotted with
temples, monuments which depicts the heritage of the city. Tourists visit this city to enjoy its
attractions etc. Also, there are many IT companies operating here so many business travelers visit
this city. Both tourists and business travelers get warm hospitality and best services at hotels in
Chennai.

There are hotels located near Chennai airport, major tourist attractions and educational centers
etc.There are several hotels near Chennai airport like five star, three star etc. Sheraton Chola Hotel,
Hotel Le Royal Meridien are few of the hotels near the airport.

Bangalore which has been renamed as Bengaluru attracts millions of people all around the year. It
is the major hub of information technology famous in India. The city provides number of hotels for its
travelers. The budget hotels in Bangalore are large in number in the city because they are available
at low prices. It is the perfect choice for low priced traveler to opt for budget hotel.

At Travel Hot, you will get wide range of accommodation options for trip to Kolkata, Chennai or
Bangalore. This travel booking site has come up with best deals on hotels ranging from luxurious to
budget hotels. For instance, if you are looking for hotels in Kolkata near airport or Chennai airport
then book your hotel from this site.

Not only this, if you are looking for budget hotels in Bangalore then get great deals on it. It makes
sure that you experience a comfortable and hassle free stay in hotel without any problems. It is
advisable if you get advance booking done.
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